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Happy Friday!
Don’t know about you, but this week really is a dragger, and I’m hoping
this weekend will turn things around a bit. Here are a few items to
ponder and maybe put some pep back in our step:
Do you have a point guard? Great basketball teams typically
have great point guards. Are you covered?
‘Tis the Season - almost! If the seasonal, year-end pressures are
beginning to take hold, give yourself a break.
All cylinders firing? A gulf cart fiasco that demonstrates what an
effective system is all about.
One Fun Fact!

Who’s the REAL play-caller?

Play ball!

Our thought bubble: what a great time to be a sports fan. Imagine:
basketball, football, soccer, and hockey on any given night - both pro and
college! What stands out to me is that every successful team has a leader
emerge. And perhaps not the same person every game - there are “point
guards” on every team, regardless of which position they play.
Why it matters: Take a look at your team - who are your leaders? Are
you encouraging team leaders to step up and direct? How do you support
them to ensure that the leader is truly effective? And, what do you do if
you determine your employees are following the wrong leader? Team
leadership is always important but in today’s virtual/hybrid
environments, even more so.

Take a break!

What did you just do?

Our thought bubble: Stress and pressures of meeting challenges from
all fronts are always difficult. COVID has made it worse as we continue to
deal with going to work (or not), going inside (or not). And we’re entering
the hopefully joyous holiday season with potentially even more stress!
And, you’re not alone! When you think about it, everyone is facing
major challenges! Which elevates the “challenge” level a rung or two.
The bottom line: When you see the stress branch about to bend - take a
break. Encourage others as well. Let’s help each other by lending a caring
heart to work together for the greater good. Let’s keep our cool - and help
others do the same.

It’s the System, dummy…

Some people do golf in December…

Every part counts! The darn yellow low-battery warning light kept
coming on. No cylinders in an electric golf cart, but The Battery
Guy visits, does his diagnostic assessment and reported that everything
checked out, so don’t worry about it until you have to.
Not comfortable with that I pressed him to dig deeper. Turns out the
motor was near death, causing a serious drain on the batteries. Hence:
low-battery yellow warning light! Motor replaced…everyone happy.
Until the next day - it happened again and the return of The Battery Guy!
Turns out 2 of the batteries were accepting full charge, but minutes after
running, they died, causing the other batteries to sink quickly! New
batteries solved the problem…batteries and motor are now synced at full
strength.
Our thought bubble: The story (though extremely distressing!), is just
one more example of how efficient systems are dependent upon all parts.
And, the long-time cliche citing a chain is only as strong as the weakest
link is once again demonstrated. We need to deal with our weakest links!

One Fun Fact!

Let’s have some fun..

In 1896 Walter Arnold of Kent, England, became the first person to be
convicted of speeding. He was fined one shilling, plus costs, for speeding
at 8 mph, thereby exceeding the contemporary speed limit of 2 mph.
The bottom line: Help your stress level: slow down!

You just went through several passages that will hopefully get you
thinking about your teams and take a good look at taking care of people
- and you.
Help yourself - and all of us - by continuing to wear your mask and
keeping your distance. And, if you haven’t reached the vaccine booster
level yet, go for it! We’ve got to beat this thing!
Have a great weekend and stay safe!

Feedback
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will help us create better content for you!
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